
Warleggan Jubilee Hall Trust 
 

Minutes of Ordinary Meeting, Wednesday 21 June 2017, 7.30 pm  
 
  

1) Attendance: Gill, Jonathan, Jasmina, Chris, Andrew, Liz, Pat, Henry, John S, John J, Veronica, 
Mike  

Apologies:   David, Tam, John K  

2) Minutes of previous meeting:  The minutes of the meeting of 27 April 2017 were agreed and signed 
as a true record.   

3) Matters arising:   

 PAT testing bill hasn’t been received yet;  John S to follow up. 

4) Treasurer’s report: 

 It was agreed that detailed reports are not required at regular meetings; rather, the treasurer 
can limit her reports to summary details of accounts status, any significant payments, and 
profits/losses from recent events.  

 The treasurer reported that as of 7 June 2017, current account stood at £2,256.58, and deposit 
account at £19,525.44. Parish lunch yielded a profit of £81.50 (after deducting £18 hall hire).  
Of payments for hall hire for first quarter, only that from Young Farmers is pending.  The coin 
meter was replaced to accommodate new pound coins at a cost of £155.24 plus £25 fitting 
charge.  

5) Review of recent hall activities: 

 Wednesday 24 May:  Parish Lunch - this went well, and was enjoyed by all those attending. 

6) Upcoming events 

 Carn to Cove: the next one booked will be on 27th January 2018 – it’s a heritage film, related 
to Cornwall.  The projector etc. will be provided;  we will provide just the screen. 

 Friday 23 June, 7 for 7.30 pm:  Skittles Evening  - pasties are ordered, and it was agreed 
we expand the choice of drinks, to include small bottles of cider. In case more youngsters 
attend, squash will also be available. A brief discussion followed regarding the preferences of 
some to bring their own choice of alcoholic beverage -  it was suggested we explore the idea of 
proposing that they be invited to contribute an amount, in lieu of corkage.  

 Saturday 29 July:  Big Do in the Field  - arrangements for this were reviewed and discussed. 

7) Hall maintenance and safety:   

 The grill in the kitchen:  the problem was identified by Bartletts to be the switch;  this was 
rectified, but the switch may need replacing if the problem reoccurs. 

 Coin meter: has been replaced to take new pound coins (and two-pound coins); it is possible 
the old meter can be sold. 

 Safety notice in store room: Jonathan offered to post up an advisory notice to urge caution 
when moving heavy items in the store room, most notably the skittles alley. 

 Skittles alley trolley wheels: when we take out the trolley for Friday’s skittles, we will try to 
replace the two non-swivelling castor wheels with swivel castors for ease of movement.  With 
John S away on Friday, Chris will manage this if possible. 

8) Any other business:    

 Parish Lunch charge:  It was proposed that the current charge for parish lunches is too low 
for lunches of this quality (two courses plus tea/coffee), and that it be increased from £4 to e.g. 
£5, with the additional amount going to a local cause. Another proposal was made that we 
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maintain the charge at £4, but that profits from the raffle go to charity. This was discussed at 
length, and the meeting decided by majority vote to go for the second option. 

 Hearing Loop: regarding the sound system to be bought by the hall for the Big Do (and other 
occasions), now being bought 100% by us, rather than shared with St Neot as earlier 
envisaged, the meeting agreed to go ahead with the purchase as per the quote shared by Gill 
for £338 incl VAT, with the proviso that we first check if it is compatible (or can be made 
compatible) with a hearing loop system.  Meanwhile, Jasmina will also check with Cornwall 
Deaf Association about hearing loops for the hall more generally.  

 Reception for Smeeth wedding: it was agreed that no charge would be made in the event the 
Smeeth family (who make their field available for us for the Big Do each year) choose to use 
the hall and/or the toilets during the reception to be held in the field for the family wedding 
scheduled for September next year. 

9) Date of next meeting:  It was agreed the next meeting will be on Wednesday 6th September. -  
but that there will also be a final pre-Big-Do planning meeting before this, on Monday 24th July.  

 

The meeting closed at 9.00 pm. 
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